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100g of worsted weight yarn 
4.5mm needles, or size
needed for gauge 
3.5mm needles, or 3 sizes
smaller than main
2 stitch markers 
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WHAT YOU’LL NEED

Sizes are written in the pattern as 1(2,3), and fit a
hand circumference of 6-7”(7.5-8.5”, 8.5-9.5”). 
You’ll work in the round from the cuff up,
increasing for the thumb gusset. The thumb is
worked last. 
Pay careful attention to the direction of the cross
stitches in the gusset! 
The cable directions are written without a cable
needle, but one can be used if desired. 

On larger needles: 4.5 stitches & 6 rows per
inch in stockinette.

Gauge: 



GLOSSARY
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cb (cable back): bring the right needle to the front of the work
and insert the tip into the second stitch from right to left. Pull
the left needle out of both stitches and back into the first, then
place the second stitch back onto the left needle (this is now the
first stitch). Knit these to complete the stitch.

cb2tog (cable back with a decrease): bring the right needle to the
front of the work and insert the tip into the third stitch from
right to left. Pull the left needle out of all three stitches and back
into the first two, then place the third stitch back onto the left
needle (this is now the first stitch). K1, then k2tog.

cf (cable front): bring the right needle behind the work and insert
the tip into the second stitch from right to left. Pull the left
needle out of both stitches and back into the first, then place the
second stitch back onto the left needle (this is now the first
stitch). Knit these to complete the stitch. 

cf2tog (cable in front with a decrease): bring the right needle to
the back of the work and insert the tip into the second & third
stitch from right to left. Pull the left needle out of all three
stitches and back into the first, then place the second & third
stitches back onto the left needle (these are now the first and
second stitch). K2tog, then K1.

LLI (left lifted increase): Insert your left needle from back to front
into the stitch two rows below the stitch you just knit, and place
it on your left needle without twisting. Knit this stitch through
the front loop. 

RLI (right lifted increase): insert the right needle into the stitch
below the first stitch on the left needle and knit this to create a
new stitch. 
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CUFF
With smaller needles German Twisted Cast On
40(44, 48) and join in the round. 
R1: *p1, k2, p1* to end. 
Repeat R1 until cuff measures 2.5”. 

R1: LLI, k4, RLI, pm, k to end. 
R2: k, cb, cf, k, *cb, cf* to end. 
R3: k all. 
R4: LLI, k, cf, cb, k, RLI, *cf, cb* to end. 
R5: k all. 
R6: *cf, cb* to m, *cb, cf* to end.
R7: LLI, k to m, RLI, k to end. 
R8: k, *cb, cf* to one before m, k, *cf, cb* to end. 
R9: k all. 
R10: LLI, k, *cf, cb* to one before m, k, RLI, *cb, cf* to end. 
R11: k all. 
R12: *cf, cb* to end. 
R13: LLI, k to m, RLI, k to end. 
R14: k, *cb, cf* to one before m, k, *cb, cf* to end. 
R15: k all. 

R1: k all. 
R2: *cb, cf* to end. 
R3: k all. 
R4: *cf, cb* to end. 

PATTERN

RIGHT MITT

Note: sizes 1 & 2 can make the cuffs slightly
longer if desired, but the yardage of one skein of
yarn will only allow for a 2.5” cuff for size 3.

Switch to bigger needles.

Here‘s a tutorial for
the German

Twisted Cast On 

https://youtu.be/
UcwmCuIylII

THUMB GUSSET

https://youtu.be/UcwmCuIylII
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SIZE 1 & 2
R16: k, *cf, cb* to one before m, k, *cf, cb* to end. 

SIZE 3 
R16: LLI, k, *cf, cb* to one before m, k, RLI, *cf, cb* to end. 
R17: k all. 
R18: *cf, cb* to m, *cb, cf* to end. 
R19: k all
R20: *cb, cf* to m, *cf, cb* to end. 

ALL SIZES
Transfer the 14(14, 16) stitches between the markers onto scrap yarn, leaving
the BOR in place. Cable Cast On 4 stitches. 

R1: k all. 
R2: *cb, cf* to end. 
R3: k all. 
R4: *cf, cb* to end. 

Continue working in pattern for 2.5(2.75, 3)” ending with R4. 

HAND

THUMB GUSSET CONT’D

DECREASES
R1: k20(22, 24), pm, k to end. 
R2: (k2tog, *cf, cb* to 2 stitches before m, skpo)x2. 
R3: k all. 
R4: (cb2tog, *cf, cb* to 3 stitches before m, cf2tog)x2. 
R5: k all
R6: (skpo, *cb, cf* to 2 stitches before m, k2tog)x2. 
R7: k all 
R8: (cf2tog, *cb, cf* to 3 stitches before m, cb2tog)x2. 
R9: k all.

Repeat R2-9 until 12(12, 12) stitches remain, ending after a decrease round. 

Cut yarn and weave tail through the remaining stitches and pull tight to close. 
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SIZE 1 & 2 SETUP
Put stitches on needles, pick up 4 stitches from the cast on edge. 
R1: k all.
R2: sl1, place m for BOR, (cb, cf)x3, cb, k2tog, k2tog.

SIZE 3 SETUP
Put stitches on needles, pick up 4 stitches from cast on edge and place BOR. 
R1: k all.

ALL SIZES
Continue working in pattern for 2(2.25, 2.5)”.
Cut yarn and feed tail through open stitches, then pull tight to close. 

Work the cuff and gusset as written. 

After transferring the thumb stitches to scrap yarn, remove the
BOR marker, Cable Cast On 4 stitches, then place the BOR after
these stitches. 

Continue the rest of the mitt as written. 

THUMB 

LEFT  MITT


